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FOREWORD

by

Mrs Amanda J Threadbone

It gives me enormous pleasure to write these few words in acknowledgement of the tremendous efforts and 
achievements of Mr Cranchock in restoring to public attention the - alas long-forgotten - pioneering work of my 
great great father-in-law Mr Adolphus T Threadbone.

It was Adolphus T Threadbone who, long before Mr Billy Butlin and Mr Fred Ponting and their ilk first conceived 
the idea of building holiday resorts for the great unwashed, created a model environment for the exclusive use and 
social reinforcement of the upper middle classes.  Recognising the need to “morally engineer” and “fit for purpose” 
this splendidly well-to-do but aimiably purposeless section of society and mould it to the challenges of the modern 
era, Augustus imagined and made concrete a structured landscape through which he sought to bring about nothing 
less than a complete transformation of English Society.

Threadbourne, as it came to be known, was as improving as it was luxurious and as exclusive as it was instructional.  
Here, under the relaxed guise of “recreation”, generations of potential social leaders would be pampered into 
honing their natural superiority and developing the quixotic hauteur necessary to allow them to impose their world 
view on the lesser mortals whose destiny it was to follow their example - albeit in more restricted ways and via more 
frugal means.

In its brief heyday Threadbourne was the finest example of what wealth, well-founded snobbery and structured self-
indulgence could achieve.  An architectural miracle - its suites of hotels, entertainment centres and sports facilities 
was unparallelled in Europe - it demonstrated the viability of a world in which money could buy anything by 
providing everything that money could buy.

Time has been unkind to Threadbourne which - overtaken by the very events which destroyed the world of those 
for whom it was designed - fell into disuse and obscurity, later re-emerging in an altogether less privileged guise and 
under another name.  Mr Cranchock charts this story with an unerring sense of period and of place as well as with 
an empathy available only to those whose own roots are firmly grounded in incaculable wealth.  He is a sure guide.

Finally it will not be lost on readers discerning enough to purchase this book that the hinterland of Threadbourne 
is none other than that part of East Sussex widely-known as Thrupiece Country - an area beloved of and extensively 
sketched by the late Professor Brian Thrupiece and celebrated in a recently published volume Thrupiece Abroad - 
which is also available from the Threadbone Press at a surprisingly modest price.

                                           Mrs Amanda J Threadbone      



For NE
who was with me on the journey.



PREFACE

I have chosen to tell the story of Threadbourne largely through the promotional posters designed to advance the 
fortunes of the resort for three reasons of which the reader should be aware.

First, these posters are themselves significant works of art, even icons - typical of their era - and of a quality which 
allows us to chart the development of commercial graphic art in Britain in the early- mid-20th century when matters 
of design were at their most febrile and no settled taste had emerged. Secondly they set out - far more eloquently 
than words alone - the rationale behind the resort and the image which those responsible for its promotion and 
management wished the world to see.  They are in effect a manifesto for the eugenics of a natural social order and 
should be acknowledged as such.  Thirdly, it saves me a lot of time and effort as an author as I simply don’t have to 
think of things to say, words not coming easily to me by virtue of my dylesxai and other related issues.

I wish to acknowledge those who have helped help in the production of this book: first Mrs Sarah Minion, 
Archivist of the Threadbone Centre for Archival Reaearch Great Heaving, without whose help I would not have 
located many of the posters or discovered gorilla glue.  Secondly, Mrs Amanda J Threadbone who first suggested 
the project and then proved an indefatigable reader and revisor of the finished manuscript. Thirdly, Ms Shelley-
Lulette Sizemore (course leader of the Thrupiece Open College Course “Painting the Thrupiece Way”) who gave 
much advice on stylistic matters and was a constant source of encouragement during many delightful nightime 
rendezvous).  Finally I wish to pay tribute to my great great great uncle Adolphus T Threadbone without whom this 
would have been a completely pointless exercise.

                                          Wensley Cranchock
Hastings, June 2017      





Better than Municiple: Threadbourne was the product of private enterprise and 
represented “capitalist social engineering at its very best”.  Only private investment 
could deliver exclusivity and guarantee to “keep the oiks out”. As the late Oswald 
Moseley noted “it was eugenics at its aesthetic peak” [Artist unknown, c1950]  Note 
the British Railways logo designed by Mr J Corbyn (Snr).



An Historic Continuity: Threadbourne’s promoters were keen to emphasise that though 
it was an entirely new enterprise, it stood in a strong historical tradition of natural 
leadership and victory over the proletariat (by physical means if necessary). Adolphus 
T Threadbone was a known admirer of the 19th century German geographer Frederick 
Ratzel whose concept of lebensraum was fundamental to him and later, in a Polish 
context, to Adolph Hitler. [Artist Sir Joseph Battle, c1940]



A Place for the Ages: Threadbourne’s appeal was universal amongst a narrow social 
clique - here different artists emphasise its grand patriotic simplicity, natural womanly 
oecumene and exclusive isolationist beauty [TOP: Robert Pevensey [c1932]; 
BOTTOM LEFT: Beatrice Rye [c1930] and BOTTOM RIGHT: Fiona Foyle [c1935]



Nurturing the generations: A significant part of 
Threadbourne’s appeal and raison d’etre was its 
ability to cater to the needs of upper middle 
class children of all ages including adolescents.  
Encouraging a curiosity about nature was 
but one way of allowing the privileged to 
understand their innate superiority and the 
uneven evolution of the various human sub-
types; another was through the concept of  
“elevation”: looking disdainfully down on 
the world would be a vital instrument of 
governance in later life. [Artists: ABOVE 
Polly de la Warr-Pavillion, c1938; RIGHT: Sir 
Tunbridge Wells c 1934]



Nature and Nurture: Threadbourne’s design was intended to reflect the all encompassing 
importance of - on the onehand - “nature” which even in its most unmediated form 
acknowledged the rightness of the survival of the fittest and - on the other - “nurture” 
which properly insisted that the natural world (like the peasantry) needed to be 
regulated and disciplined if it was to bear its fullest fruit. [Artists: ABOVE: Rupert 
Everard Eastbourne c 1929; BELOW “Tracey” (the Tidier), c1950]



A Place Without Pier?: Threadbourne’s pier along with its Bandstand (see opposite page) 
was perhaps its most significant recreational feature.  Much controversy sorrounded 
the provision of these potentially “popular” features and to avoid accusations of 
“dumbing down” (70 years before the concept was even invented) the town’s architects 
insisted it had “no peer and no pier” referring to the latter as the “Esplanade’s 90 degree 
marine projection.  It housed a Victorian style tearoom and state of the art public 
toilets still in use today [Artist Frank Henry McNightly, c1936]



Musical Heritage: Threadbourne’s world famous Bandstand - often described as 
“the    busiest bandstand in Great Britain” - was host to many famous names during 
its seasonal concert series.  Dame Clara Buttress was one such.  For the younger 
generation popular concerts were arranged featuring the music of - amongst others - 
singing prodigy and avant garde entertainer Franklin Vaughan who together with his 
band “The Excellent Drummer” caused raised eyebrows [Artist: Harvey Brass, c1941]



A Revolution in Seating: As these posters make clear 
Threadbourne’s designers were proud of inventing 
a revolutionary form of relaxation chair especially 
suitable for use near beaches (and later modified 
for garden use).  Known as the “Threadbourne by-
the beach and especially suitable for use on decking 
Chair  it was later shortened to the more familiar 
“Deck Chair”.  Its use long outlived the place for 
which it was invented. [Artists: LEFT Gerry Attrik, 
c1938 and BELOW Sandy Krevasis c 1942]



A Cornucopia of Delights: Perhaps the single-most enduring image of Threadbourne, the 
Cornucopia of Moral Improvement (sometimes mistaken for an ice-cream cone but instead 
a symbol of probity and good taste) was chosen through competition.  The winner - RA 
member and later RA President Sir Martyn Whippy - was rewarded with the Freedom of 
Threadbourne and a lifetime supply of Cheesy-Chips - another Threadbourne invention and 
culinary speciality. [Artists: Sir Martyn Whippy c 1943]



Late Knockings: As the popularity of Threadbourne 
waned, attempts were made to revive its flagging 
fortunes.  Alas to no avail.  The popularity of foreign 
climes (especially the Mediterranean) inspired  
promoters to adopt ethnic guises (here the Spain of 
Carmen) to lure the would-be visitor.  Desperation 
to save the resort even led some to emphasise pleasure 
over discipline as the Cornuciopia succumbed  
and the dreaded ice-cream cone at last appeared 
acceptable [Artists: LEFT Edith Headde-Scarffe, 
c1952 and BELOW Amy Pendleton-Twicer c 1958]
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“Even more definitive than the last definitive 
account”  
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Also available from The Threadbone Press

GREAT HEAVING
DORSET

The Wider Region: Part of the beauty of Threadbourne was undoubtedly its location: 
on the southern English riviera in East Sussex.  East Sussex was chosen by Adolphus 
T Threadbone in preference to his own native Dorset in order to ensure that - 
should the experiment go  awry - the consequences would not be felt in his own 
back passage - hence his coining of the phrase NIMBP (“not in my back passage”). 
The craggy cliffs of the East Sussesx coast had another important advantage over the 
rolling mounds of Dorset: the complete absence of gratuitous sexual connotation 
[Artists: Sir Walter Raleigh-Bicycle c 1948]
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